CRACOW UNIVERSITY OF
TECHNOLOGY
ADMISSION
REQUIREMENTS
Undergraduate (BSc) & Postgraduate (MSc)

VISIT WWW.IRO.PK.EDU.PL.

STEP BY STEP

1. Apply online through our website: https://iro.pk.edu.pl/
2. Create recruitment account
3. Submit all of the required documents
4. Pay application fee
5. Wait for the documents to be checked by the Recruitment
Commission
6. If your status is: missing documents - Recruitment Commission will
contact with you with information which documents you must
submit
7. If your status is: application under procedure - please wait for the
decision about admission
8. If you will get admission, you will receive acceptance letter
9. Pay tuition fee for the 1st semester
10. Apply for visa

WELCOME AT THE CRACOW UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY!

VISIT WWW.IRO.PK.EDU.PL.

DOCUMENTS

Undegraduate (BSc)

1. Signed application form available to download from candidate's
recruitment account
2. High school degree with Apostille/legalization
3. Transcript of records with Apostille/legalization
4. Legend of marks
5. Recogintion of certificate issued abroad (to deliver until end of 1st
semester)
6. Eligibility statement - confirmation that diploma allows to undertake
BSc studies in the country of issue
7. Scan of passport
8. Medical certificate for candidates applying to the Faculty of Chemical
Engineering and Technology
9. English certificate (list of certificates:
https://iro.pk.edu.pl/documents-certifying-knowledge-of-the-englishlanguage/)
10. Passport photo
11. Polish sworn translation of all documents (to deliver until end of 1st
semester)

VISIT WWW.IRO.PK.EDU.PL.

ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTS
BA in Architecture

Apart from an online application and submission of required documents listed
in the application procedure, scans or photographs (PDF or JPG format) of
the following documents/works of art need to be sent to International
Relations Office to iro@pk.edu.pl
1. Cover letter (written in English, addressed to Dean of the Faculty of
Architecture)
2. Candidate’s statement confirming that all works comprising the portfolio
have been prepared by the candidate in person.
3. Portfolio consisting of the following elements:
2 freehand drawings of nature in any technique, presenting a composition
consisting of elementary solids (such as cube, cylinder, pyramid, cone,
prism, cuboid, etc.) or derivatives of such solids - format B2
freehand drawing or painting of nature in any technique, presenting any
still life - format B2
freehand drawings of nature, presenting any existing buildings or
architectural structures - format B2
freehand drawing of nature in any technique presenting a part of a city
(e.g. avenue, street, square, passage, piazza) - format B2
photographs devoted to architecture - any format
works in any technique (including computer techniques, multimedia
techniques, etc.) on any topic - any format
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ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTS
BA in Landscape Architecture

The portfolio for the programme Landscape Architecture should be composed
of 10 up to 15 drawings of size A2 (5 works) and A3 (from 5 to 10 works)
presenting an open landscape, an urban landscape and plants. The portfolio
may be complemented by additional art works showcasing the candidate’s
individual interests, in size A3 at the most, or by photographic documentation
of such art works in the size corresponding to size A3.
The mandatory subject matter of the works:
a leafless tree;
a tree with foliage;
a coniferous and a deciduous tree together;
a sizeable tree in an open hilly landscape, set against a cluster of shrubs;
a bridge in a landscape;
a street with trees in a small town;
a viaduct (a road bridge) in a landscape;
a housing estate landscape;
a landscape of the future;
a historic landscape.
All works are to be hand-drawn. At least half of the works should be done in
graphite pencil on white cardboard. The candidates are free to choose the
technique for the remaining works. These requirements do not apply to the
additional art works referred to above, which may complement the portfolio.
Deatiled informations: https://iro.pk.edu.pl/ba-in-landscape-architecture/
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DOCUMENTS
Postgraduate (MSc)

1. Signed application form available to download from candidate's
recruitment account
2. BSc degree with Apostille/legalization
3. Transcript of records with Apostille/legalization
4. Legend of marks
5. Eligibility statement - confirmation that diploma allows to undertake
MSc studies in the country of issue
6. Scan of passport
7. Medical certificate for candidates applying to the Faculty of Chemical
Engineering and Technology
8. English certificate (list of certificates:
https://iro.pk.edu.pl/documents-certifying-knowledge-of-the-englishlanguage/)
9. Passport photo
10. Polish sworn translation of all documents (to deliver until end of 1st
semester)
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ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTS

MA in Architecture

1. BA in Architecture
2. Portfolio consisting in reduced reproductions of:
complete drawing part of the engineering diploma work
complete drawing part of the two best drawing projects made
during first cycle (BArch) studies and chosen by the candidate
3. Candidate’s statement confirming that all works comprising the
portfolio have been prepared by the candidate in person.

ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTS
MA in Landscape Architecture

1. Bachelor degree in Landscape Architecture
2. Portfolio comprising reduced reproductions of:
drawing section of bachelor diploma,
drawing section of two selected semester projects prepared by
the candidate during the course of first cycle studies, assumed
the best in candidate’s opinion.The portfolio must be submitted in
electronic form.
3. Candidate’s statement confirming that all works comprising the
portfolio have been prepared by the candidate in person.
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ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTS

MSc in Civil Engineering

1. BSc in Civil Engineering
2. Confirmation issued by University that your BSc program was
based on Euro codes.
If you studied other type of codes i.e. American, British, Indian etc.
then you are not eligible to that program.
If you were working based on Euro codes, your company can issue
you that document also with sepcification which exaclty Euro codes
you were using at your workplace.

ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTS

MSc in Chemical Technology

1. Online test on Moodle platform - the date of the test will be
announced by the Recruitment Commission.
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